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Chairman’s Message – May 2021 

By Glynn Chamberlain 

 

Hello fellow EMRIG’ers. 

Can you believe it, about 6 weeks and we hit the middle of winter?  A time of year I simply do not like. 

Unfortunately, I am one who cannot stand winter!  Cold nights and days, late sunrises, and early sunsets...  

Roll on Summer! 

One thing, though, is that this is prime time for Train modelling.  Just find the nice cosy secluded corner of 

the house, and do some modelling.  It is ideal for those kit-building exercises, airbrushing techniques and 

experimentation and the like.  Do something!  It will take your mind off work or the mundane parts of our 

lives, and add some spice. 

For the last month or so, I have been running trains on my layout, or should I rather say “switching”.  During 

my last Operating Session at the beginning of April, one of the operators got to run one of the locals, and, 

upon arriving at the town he was going to switch, asked if there is any special way it should be done.  

Honestly, I did not know and had no reply.  So shortly after, I decided to take a local out to that town and 

work out the best way to do it.  I must say, I came back enlightened and more knowledgeable.  So much so, 
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that a week later, I took another local out to another town on my layout, and put the recently-learned trade 

to the test.  Another successful job was done. 

What I am trying to say is, although winter is upon us, now is arguably the best time to get stuck into 

modelling.  Just think… in summer we are so busy visiting friends, braaiing, going hiking, camping, 

holidaying…  The list is endless.  So, bottom line, now’s the time to get into the train or hobby room! 

On the club front, it has been thoroughly rewarding recently to see the participation at the club on a 

Saturday.  The last time I was there I counted 9 members, all present at the same time!!!  I cannot explain it, 

but there certainly seems to be a new enthusiasm. 

Some of the guys have started a Tuesday night theme evening, the last one having being SAR.  This has got 

me so excited, I am even thinking of getting some HO SAR locomotives and wagons!  No – that is treading 

on the dark side!  This hobby can really be gripping!! 

To end off, just a reminder that later this month, we have our second Swap Meet of the year.  I would like to 

plead with all of you to please come along early (that’s from 6:30!) and help us set up the tables and assist 

the traders to get their wares inside.  Many hands make light work!  Also, it will be great just seeing all of 

you there.  So please come along and show your faces. 

OK, that is it for this month.  Wishing you all the best, and hopefully see you at the Saturday or Tuesday 

evening sessions and the Swap Meet. 

Thanks folks and keep well. 

Glynn Chamberlain. 

 

Other Club News 

By Brian Dawson 

2021 Membership Fee Increase 

Please note that, as discussed and agreed at our recent AGM, the EMRIG membership fees for 2021 have 

been increased, after a long period of having being unchanged, and are set as follows: 

 Normal Single Membership  R450,00 

 Family Membership   R675,00 

If you have not yet done so, please pay your club membership fees ASAP.  The club’s bank account details 

are provided at the very end of this newsletter.  Please ensure that you use your NAME as the beneficiary 

reference for your EFT payment, so we can tell who’s paid.  An EFT payment directly into the club’s account 

is the preferred method for payment, please, as we have to pay bank charges for the deposit of cash.  
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Tuesday Evening Running At The Club 

At the AGM there was interest expressed in holding evening running sessions.   The proposal was to hold 

“themed” sessions, such as an SAR evening, or a German evening, or an American evening, where ALL the 

trains on the layout that evening would follow that theme.  Wouldn’t it be great to see a whole fleet of SAR 

trains on the layout at the same time!!  Is this feasible?...  And the answer? – “Yes it is!!!” 

Mark has since set up a schedule of dates for these evening sessions (last Tuesday evenings of the month), 

starting at 17h30 and running until 20h30, and we hope that these dates and times will suit all of those who 

are keen to run.  The planned theme evenings are as follows: 

 Tuesday 27th April  SAR evening 

 Tuesday 25th May  European (Continental) evening 

 Tuesday 29th June  American evening 

 Tuesday 27th July  Swiss / British evening 

 Tuesday 31st August  SAR evening 

 Tuesday 28th September European (Continental) evening 

 Tuesday 26th October  American evening 

 Tuesday 30th November Swiss / British evening 

Reminders about these sessions will be posted on the club’s chatgroup, but please make a diary note of the 

monthly dates meanwhile anyway. 

The first of these sessions was held at the end of last month, and, from the accounts I have heard, was well 

attended, and enjoyed by all who were there.  Unfortunately, I was on my way back from a work-trip to 

Namibia, and so, sadly, my SAR Class 34 diesel and wagons did not get to participate that night.  But 

hopefully my Burlington Northern and Union Pacific locos and assorted American freight wagons can get to 

have their run at the end of June… 

EMRIG Club Webinars 

Glynn has suggested that, in place of the monthly or bi-monthly physical workshops that we were supposed 

to be holding (scuppered by Covid), we try a different system of “virtual” webinar-type meetings, to aid in 

the on-going edification of our members.  These could take the form of on-line presentations by members 

of our club (or by other invited participants/contributors), followed by a question and answer session.  This 

meeting or “webinar” would be conducted through the medium of Google Meets or Zoom or one of those 

“virtual” platforms, at an agreed time, perhaps on a weekday evening.  Alternatively, the webinar could 

involve the screening of one of the very many highly informative YouTube videos on a model train- or lay-

out-related subject deemed relevant to the club, followed by a group discussion. 

This idea will still be discussed in some more detail (wasn’t discussed at the AGM when we ran out of time), 

and then we’re going to give it a try, and hope that it will be properly supported by the club members, es-

pecially if we have a Covid-19 “third wave” approaching, as is predicted….  
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Club Communications Media (our regular monthly reminder) 

These are our Newsletter, our Website, our Whatsapp Group, and our Facebook page, and occasional gen-

eral Email correspondence… 

The Website address is www.emrig.co.za.   

The Newsletter is uploaded to the club’s website each month, and a link to the website location is emailed 

to members / posted on the Whatsapp Chatgroup once the latest newsletter is available.  Members who 

have requested such, are emailed a copy of the newsletter.  Printed copies of all recent newsletters are also 

housed in the club library (in a blue file).      

The Whatsapp Chatgroup is administered by Niel Wilson.  To be added to the group, you need to be an ac-

tive paid-up member of the club.  Send Niel a message at 078-305-5248, and he will add you to the group.   

The Facebook page...  Type “EMRIG” in the searchbox at the top of your Facebook homepage (this assumes 

you are on Facebook).  This will bring up the club’s page.  And if you like it, “Like” it!!!  ;-) 

Emails are sent to club members when there is something urgent or “special” that you need to be notified 

about.  You need to have been added to our “Google Groups” mailing list…  Let Glynn know if you aren’t 

receiving mails this way, and believe you should be. 

 

 

These superb photos are of the front view and in-cab “dashboard” of Ceres Rail Co.’s  

Class 19D #3321 Jessica, courtesy of Capt. Etienne Moolman. 

http://www.emrig.co.za/
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The Development of Railways – The New Age Of Railways 

Railway Development 1946 and after 

In World Atlas of Railways, by OS Nock, pages 24 – 25 

Editor’s Note: As explained previously, I have found it absolutely fascinating reading an out-of-print coffee-

table book called World Atlas of Railways, published in 1975, the first chapter of which provides a very 

simple basic history of railways – how things started and how they developed. I realized while reading it that 

there was an awful lot that I didn’t know, and found to be particularly interesting…  and so, over the past  

few months, I’ve been providing you with bite-sized chunks of that history, typing out a couple of pages at a 

time, covering the early eras and phases of railway development.  I hope that you’ve been finding it as 

fascinating as I have (assuming that you didn’t know it all already, of course! )…   

1950. The first ten years after the end of the Second World War saw great changes on the railways of the 

world.  Much of it was in the unwelcome form of retraction of facilities and reduction of worked track in 

face of a rapidly worsening economic situation.  Yet in many countries there were notable advances in 

technology.  Apart from the USA, whose land had not been invaded, or their cities subjected to aerial attack, 

the railways of Great Britain were practically alone among those of the most heavily involved belligerent 

nations in having their tracks and workshops intact at the end of the war.  Damage had been repaired, 

although the standards of maintenance of track and rolling stock had, by force majeure, been very much 

reduced.  But the fact that the railways of Britain were still operating meant that they received nothing in 

the way of financial aid towards recovery, such as that made available to those on the Continent of Europe, 

and elsewhere, through “Lend-Lease” and so on, that enabled the rapid restoration of services to be made. 

In Great Britain, because of circumstances that were not very widely understood, the prestige of railways 

had sunk very low, and nationalization was hailed by many people as the panacea for all ills.  Then when the 

necessary legislation had been passed by Parliament (1948), and the situation deteriorated rather than 

improved, the blame for the worsening financial position was shifted onto the steam locomotive.  At the 

beginning of the 1950s, however, no funds were available to permit of a change to electric or diesel traction 

on a big scale, and apart from commuter routes, the railways of Britain remained steam worked. 

Ironically, railways in the USA itself were soon facing an unexpected and unprecedented situation.  All over 

the country commercial air services were being introduced, while there was a great increase in the 

operation of large trucks on the highways.  Businessmen began to transfer their patronage from the long-

distance luxury express trains to air services, which even with the aeroplanes available in the 1950s, were 

immeasurably quicker than the fastest trains. 

1963.  In Britain it was very different.  The increasingly large deficit on railway operation was a charge on 

the national exchequer.  In 1955, to try and reverse the process, Parliament voted funds for a large-scale 

modernization plan, of which one of the principal features was the elimination of steam traction.  Large 

sums were spent on new rolling stock, improved signalling and construction of huge marshalling yards.  The 

existing electrified lines were extended, and work commenced on electrifying the main line from London to 
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Birmingham, Liverpool and Manchester.  Contracts were placed for many hundreds of diesel locomotives, as 

a first step towards the replacement of some 18,000 steam locomotives.  But still the adverse financial 

trend was not halted.  In 1961 a distinguished industrialist, Dr Richard Beeching, was appointed Chairman of 

the British Transport Commission, later reconstituted as the British Railways Board, and he subjected the 

entire network to ruthless analysis as to which routes and which facilities were profitable, with a view to 

closing altogether the unremunerative lines and developing others.  The plan, although highly controversial, 

was actually carried through from 1963. 

1976.  Altogether contrasting was the situation in Japan 

where the great pre-war plan of a new high-speed 

national network was consummated, in its first phase, by 

the opening of the New Tokaido line in 1964.  In the USA 

the railway situation deteriorated alarmingly.  The 

privately owned railways were hamstrung with outdated 

legislation, which the Federal Government persistently 

refused to revise.  Most railways cut their passenger 

services to the minimum that legislation would permit, 

and would have abandoned them altogether, if they had been allowed to.  To relieve the railways 

themselves of the responsibility of operating passenger services, the National Railroad Passenger 

Corporation (Amtrak) was set up by Act of Congress in 1970, and a network of long-distance passenger 

routes chosen for development.  These included all except two of the remaining passenger routes in the 

 

USA.  In the meantime, by the application of modern technology, great and successful efforts were made to 

win back some of the freight traffic lost to long-distance trucking enterprises.  In Great Britain, in 1976, a 

massive programme of accelerated service was introduced between London (Paddington) and Swansea, and 

between Paddington, Bristol and Weston-super-Mare, with a large new fleet of diesel-powered High Speed 

Train sets (HST), having 4,400 engine horsepower and scheduled to run at 200 km/h (125 mph) over lengthy 

stretches of both routes.  The important feature of these new services is their uniformity of high speed 

throughout the day and the frequent intervals at which they run. 

(And with the edition of the book from which these extracts have been taken having been written in 1978, 

that’s about as up to date as things are going to get in this series, I’m afraid)…  
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A Birthday to Remember – Getting to Drive a Class 19D Loco! 

By Etienne Moolman, Senior Captain (Retired) Airbus A330/340 Fleet, South African Airways. 

A beautiful wind-still day dawned in Cape Town.  It was Saturday the 15th of February 2019, and I was very 

excited as it was my Birthday.  As a wonderful birthday gift, my wife had arranged for myself with our whole 

family to go on a Steam Train adventure from the Cape Town Waterfront to Elgin, and back again, on a train 

operated by the Ceres Rail Company.  My wife and I, and our 3 year old daughter, had travelled from 

Pretoria for the occasion, and we met up at the Waterfront with my two older daughters and their 

respective husbands, who all reside in Cape Town. 

Shortly after our arrival at the departure platform, situated on a siding near the Royal Cape Yacht Club, the 

entire train had reversed into position, arriving in a spectacular display of steam power.  Locomotive 

traction for the trip was being provided by the recently restored and wonderfully maintained 4-8-2 Class 

19D steam locomotive, No. 3321 "Jessica."  

 

Well organised and friendly volunteer CRCo staff received all the passengers, and we were welcomed 

aboard the magnificently maintained day-sitter coaches, and directed to our seats.  A rudimentary safety 

briefing was given to the passengers in each coach by the Conductor (= Thomas’ “Fat Controller”). 
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With a blast from the steam whistle, and a happy cheer from all of us, the train set off on schedule at 08:00, 

the route initially going through Paarden Island coastwise towards Milnerton, before turning eastwards and 

trundling through Bellville, and across the Cape Flats towards Eerste Rivier, which we reached by 09:25.  

Then we rumbled onwards to Faure for a brief halt in the station, waiting to be sequenced in rail traffic, 

before starting the menacing climb abeam the N2 Motorway up Sir Lowry’s Pass, finally cresting the pass by 

10:55.  Then we were gallantly steaming into the Helderberg and beyond towards the beautiful Hottentots 

Holland range, ever closer to our destination, the idyllic Elgin Valley.  
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An area primarily renowned for its apple and pear orchards, and flower farms producing for the cut-flower 

market, this lush valley has also become an excellent wine-producing area of late, thanks to the fertile soils 

and “seriously cool” climate.  We arrived at our initial destination and turn-around point at 11:35, just in 

time for an early lunch at the Elgin Railway Market.  

   

It was during the brief halt in the siding at Faure, where my day really became most memorable.  Without 

me suspecting a thing, my wife had previously arranged for me to ride on the footplate of "Jessica", for the 

remainder of the journey to Elgin.  Unbelievable!  

I had to sign an indemnity form, and was then accompanied to the sharp end!  I introduced myself to the 

Driver and Fireman, and received a hearty welcome and the shortest safety briefing I can ever remember: 

“Don’t touch anything here, it’s really hot; and don’t fall off!”  

   

As it was my birthday, and the crew figured I already worked for "Spoories" anyway (as SAA is known to 

them) and given the fact that I knew a thing or two about handling heavy machinery with lots of wheels, 

they allowed me to sit in the Driver’s seat and "drive the engine" up Sir Lowry's Pass.  What a privilege! 

Due to the steep incline, the whole train was being assisted by a powerful diesel locomotive, all the way up 

the mountain of course, but I didn't care and had fun like a 7 year old schoolboy, adjusting the Walschaerts 

valve gear as directed, frantically push-pulling the sand lever when instructed, and blowing the steam 
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whistle at every crossing! 

   

It was a remarkably humbling and emotional experience, and feeling the raw power of a 71 year old steam 

locomotive through the footplate for the very first time in my life, had me nearly in tears.  I have flown a 

total in excess of 18,000 hours in Boeing 747s and all the Airbus types SAA has ever operated, but on that 

day this did not even come close to the feeling of a magnificent 19D shivering and vibrating at my 

command.  

Truly an experience to treasure and a special day to remember fondly! 

EPILOGUE 

I am very humbled that Brian has asked me to write an article for publication here, and grateful to be able 

to share my experience with fellow Railway enthusiasts who would understand. 

If you have not already done so, I sincerely hope that you as the reader will find the opportunity to go and 

experience this magnificent adventure for yourself. 

I have included a brief history on the Class 19D herewith below, however I very briefly want to highlight No. 

3321 “Jessica’s” specific history at this point:  

In 1948, the final batch of fifty Class 19D locomotives were ordered by the SAR from North British 

Locomotive Company (NBL), Glasgow, Scotland, and numbered in the range from 3321 to 3370.  SAR Class 

19D Number Plate 3321 “Jessica” was NBL Order number 26041 and was delivered in 1949. The Class 19D 

was a very versatile locomotive, and she saw active service on main- and branch-line service all over the 

RSA, right until the end of the South African steam era, and was amongst the last of the steam locomotives 
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to be replaced by electric and diesel-electric traction. 

She then spent many years standing in the yard at the Voorbaai Loco Sheds, near Hartenbos (pictured 

below), until she was purchased for restoration and refurbished as an “Oil Burner” (Gas Producer 

Combustion System - GPCS) by the Engineering Crew at Voorbaai.  She was delivered to the Ceres Rail 

Company in October 2015.  

 

A link to a YouTube video of this epic delivery trip is provided at the end of this article. 

The South African Railways Class 19D 4-8-2 T Steam Locomotive 

Next to the ubiquitous Class 15F, with a total of 255 units built, the Class 19D, with 235 units ordered and 

built for the SAR, is probably the best known of all South African steam engines.  Designed as a branch-line 

locomotive, the Class 19D 4-8-2 steam locomotive was the final development of the Class 19 family, which 

initially began in 1928 with an order by the SAR, for four Class 19A locomotives.  In 1935 the SAR ordered a 

further fifty Class 19B locomotives from NBL. These were fitted with Rotary Cam Poppet Valve gear and 

became the Class 19C.  

The final development of the Class 19 was done in 1937 by Mr W.A.J. Day (SAR Chief Mechanical Engineer 

from 1936-39).  The Class 19D was a much-improved version of the Class 19C.  Day’s modification dispensed 

with the Rotary Cam Poppet Valve gear in favour of Piston Valves driven and timed by Walschaerts Valve 

Gear instead.  Between 1937 and 1949, the South African Railways placed a total of 235 Class 19D steam 

locomotives with a 4-8-2 Mountain type wheel arrangement in service.  In the years between 1951 and 

1955, 33 more 19Ds were ordered and built for other operators, such as the Rhodesian and Angolan 

railways as well as the Nkana and Wankie mines.  
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The final batch of fifty Class 19D locomotives for the SAR was delivered in 1949 by NBL, and numbered in 

the range from 3321 to 3370.  

They were operated with Type MX tank wagon type tenders with cylindrical water tanks, similar in 

appearance to the American Vanderbilt type tenders.  They were built to the design of Dr M.M. Loubser and 

ran on three-axle Buckeye bogies.  These became commonly known as Torpedo tenders. 

The Class 19D was very versatile and saw main- and branch-line service all over South Africa with the 

exception of the Western Cape, where the Class 19C was extensively used.  The Class 19Ds served right until 

the end of the South African steam era and were amongst the last steam locomotives to be replaced by 

electric and diesel-electric traction. 

Between 1937 and 1955, a total of 268 Class 19D locomotives were built in seven batches by six different 

locomotive manufacturers: in Czechoslovakia (Skoda in Plzeň), Germany (Krupp AG in Essen, Henschel & 

Sohn GmbH in Kessel, and Borsig in Berlin) as well as the United Kingdom (Robert Stephenson and 

Hawthorns Ltd (RSH) in Darlington, England and North British Locomotive Co. (NBL) in Glasgow, Scotland).   

This makes the Class 19D the most numerous South African designed and developed steam locomotive type 

ever built. 

Class 19D development to GPCS 

In 1979, as a trial and test bed before being granted permission to proceed to rebuild a Class 25NC 4-8-
4 locomotive to the Class 26 Red Devil, SAR mechanical engineer David Wardale was allowed to carry out 
modifications to a Class 19D locomotive.  

The locomotive selected for the experiment was Krupp-built No. 2644, a particularly poor-steaming 
member of the Class at the time.  

A gas producer combustion system (GPCS) and dual Lempor exhaust were installed, along with some other 
small improvements.  The Lempor had a four-jet blast pipe with extended petticoats to provide truer 
ejector proportions.  To accommodate the arrangement, the smokebox was extended by 300 millimetres.  

Steam flow in the cylinders was improved by streamlining the edges of the piston valves which were each 
equipped with an additional valve ring to reduce leakage.  The firebox was modified to the GPCS system 
wherein principal combustion is effected using secondary air introduced above the fire bed through ducts in 
the firebox sides, while primary air was restricted through dampers and a redesigned grate.  

Firebox turbulence was created by steam jets, and clinkering was inhibited, by introducing exhaust steam 
under the grate.  Sanding was improved, and de-sanding jets were installed to clean the rails after the 
locomotive had passed.  

The modifications improved the locomotive's steaming rate and enabled it to achieve significantly higher 
power and considerably lower fuel consumption than other unmodified Class 19D locomotives, the coal 
savings and increased output being in the order of 20% to 25%.  

The success of this experiment convinced the SAR management at the time of the viability of the project, 
which eventually culminated in the Class 26 Red Devil project. 

https://youtu.be/_01zqIqDDGQ   No.3321 Transfer from Voorbaai to Ceres Rail Co. 

https://youtu.be/g2t3n4SaqPg   No.3321 Running at full bore. 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Lempor
https://youtu.be/_01zqIqDDGQ
https://youtu.be/g2t3n4SaqPg
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OUTENIQUA POWER VAN TRIP 

By Mike Richardson 

On a recent trip to the Southern Cape (March 2021), I had the opportunity of riding the Outeniqua Power 

Van up the Montagu pass from George to Topping, a distance of about 25km. 

                  

The railway route between George and Oudtshoorn, and on to Klipplaat, was originally visualised in the 

1870s and surveyed in 1880 as part of the Cape Town to Port Elizabeth line; however, construction was 

delayed by the Boer War, and the private company promoting the project failed, although they had 

commenced construction between Klipplaat and Oudtshoorn.  

Construction was re-commenced by the Cape Government Railways 

in 1908, but ultimately completed by the SAR in August 1913 as part 

of the Cape Midland System.  

Between George and Topping the line climbs nearly 500m at a ruling 

gradient of 1:36, through seven tunnels, the longest being 209m.  

Traction on the line was dominated by Garratts with GDs in the 

1920s, GEAs from 1946, and GMAs then diesels in 1979.  Tourist 

steam trains still used the route until 2005; however, they were 

responsible for a number of serious mountain fires, resulting in their 

operation being banned by Cape Nature Conservation due to this 

hazard.  According to the operator of the Power Van, the route has 

been closed for a number of years but there are plans by Transnet to 
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reopen it shortly.  On the lower part of the route, it appeared that some sleepers and new ballast had been 

laid, but with all the wheel squeals, it did not appear that the lubricators had been serviced for a long time.  

Overall, the line looked very neglected. 

               

We booked a couple of weeks before, and, on the day, arrived with enough time to wander round the 

Transport Museum for a couple of hours, admiring the railway relics and vehicles, but were disappointed 

with the poor lighting, closed restaurant car, and no access to view the model trains.  Note that if you have 

booked for the Power Van you do not have to pay to access the museum.  Also, we at first missed the 

entrance to the museum because there is no obvious sign on the main road into George from the east. 
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The Power Van (as seen above) consisted of two units, one powered and the other a trailer, each with about 

12 passengers. Departing George at 12 noon, we reached Topping at 1pm, along the way admiring the 

spectacular views up Cradock Peak and across towards the Outeniqua Pass: forests, mountains and 

waterfalls. From Topping, the van reverses down for about half an hour to a spot where everyone alights 

and has their picnic lunch, which you need to have brought with you – nothing is provided. The van arrives 

back at the museum at about 14h45.  

 

Bookings can be made by contacting Nico on 082-490-5627 (phone, SMS or Whatsapp) and the cost is 

currently R190 per person. 

 

MY MODEL RAILROAD HOBBY AND HOME LAYOUT 
– ……………………. 

 

By Brian Messenger (The HOn3 guy in Knysna!)  

 
Editor’s Note: Brian Messenger is taking a very well-deserved break from contributing this month.  He needs 

to work on some more stuff!  Hopefully he will be back with us again next month… 
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How It All Began For Me… 

By John Burkhardt 

 

 

 

 

 

As a WWII family “accident” I was 12 years junior to my brother, but only at around the age of six did I start 

to show an interest in mechanical things, when I started to build things with the family’s rather large Mec-

cano set.  That is also the time when I found out, or at least remember from family talk, that the family also 

had a rather large model railroad collection.  Unfortunately, WWII required the family to tighten belts and 

downsize from a large house, which contained my Dad’s dental practice as well as large family living quar-

ters, to a much smaller apartment in town, and trains had to be put into storage in the attic. 

 

The stored equipment consisted of O-Gauge 3-rail BUCO, a Swiss make of tinplate trains running on brass 3-

rail track with sleepers made from real oak! 

 

       
Electric Drive Loco        3-Rail Brass Track  

 

We had locos with electric drive to be electrically controlled with quite a sophisticated control box, and it 

also allowed for operation of 2 locomotives in the same power district independently, as the power pickup 

was by way of sliders, one making contact with the centre rail, and two crooked ones at each end of the lo-

co chassis contacting the same outside rail.  Hence, depending which way one set the loco on the rails, it 

would be getting its current from the centre/left or centre/right combination, which in turn were connected 

to two separate power packs respectively.  However due to the lack of space at the house I never got to play 

with that – for that time – state-of-the-art model railroad (MRR). 

Brian Dawson, in his article featured in last month’s newsletter about the young girl and her affection for MRR and 

Thomas the Tank Engine in particular, made brief mention of how he started out in the hobby.  That gave me an idea, 

which we discussed at the club when he berated me to provide him with further articles for the newsletter.  I feel that 

this is a subject which every member could write about, and so at least provide one article for the newsletter – and, 

as action is required, I will start this off below.  However, Brian also sent me an instruction stating that he needs 

plenty of photographs rather than just words – well where do you get pics from way back then? At least Google has 

its uses!     
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Controller     Clockwork 

 

However, I did frequently dig out sufficient trackage to build a circle/oval/loop on the floor in my room in 

the apartment, which I shared with my sister, to run one of the clockwork locos for the afternoon. 

 

The most interesting thing I remember about those afternoons of railway engineering was that, unbeknown 

to us at the time, we actually used/experienced the effect of the basic principle used by Dr Scheffel in his 

unique and revolutionary steerable bogey design – and I’ll tell you how.  When I had a pal with me to play 

there had to be action, as is usual for young lads having to amuse themselves to keep out of the way of 

adults.  So we would break up the circle/oval, and reassemble the track into a long line with bends to left 

and right, and position it from the top of the dresser, via the bed and a footstool, to simulate a Big Dipper 

run from about one meter height down to floor level.  As usual there were many more pieces of bent track 

than straight (no flex track then!) so the rail rapidly bent left and right, with little straight track in between.  

In my scrap box there were a number of disassembled/broken cars with intact axles.  We each selected an 

axle, set it on the rails at the top, and let it run down the track – the winner was the one quickest down to 

the floor.  With all the rapid twists from one side to the other and back again, together with the speed these 

axles attained, one would expect them to spectacularly leave the track at one turn or another – not so! – 

staying on the rail rock solid due to the effect of the tapered tyres on these wheels (Google “Scheffel Bogey” 

to read about the principle).  Although manufacturing of that brand of MR equipment has ceased a long 

time ago, I’m amazed at the type of equipment I found by Googling for pictures of the trains that I used to 

play with. 

 

We also had a lot of HO TWINTRIX with the Bakelite-based 3-rail track that would break when a kid stood on 

it.  But just like the BUCO trains, it had the same current pick-up system which for its time was quite innova-

tive. To accommodate these trains for running, we had a two-part table consisting of 2 blades of 1.8 x 0.9m 

that could be assembled with legs in my brother’s room, after moving some furniture out the way, then lay 

the track plan by clipping the set track pieces together to form two loops branching out in the middle into a 

4-track dead end station, finally securing the track with small steel brackets screwed into the table top. 
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      3-Rail Set-track with Bakelite base            Twin Sliders on locomotives   

 

We had a number of locos – I remember a 2-4-2 Tank loco that had magnetic couplers that operated on a 

signal (impulse) sent from the controller, as well as some nice DSG passenger stock with interior lighting. 

 

     
Remembered as a good runner     2-4-2 Tank    

 

Unfortunately my memory of that time is somewhat hazy, with the TRIX set up only a few times, maybe 2 

or 3 times just before Christmas, and then operation used to be far from smooth, as at my age at the time I 

still needed the assistance of big brother or dad, who were seldom available when I wanted to or could 

play. 

 

 

TWIN Train Controller fed by AC Transformer  Magneto operated Turnout 
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So, you will ask – do you still have all those trains and did you carry on operating them?  Unfortunately, as 

my brother got married and moved out of home, and then my Dad passed away before I reached the tech-

nically formative age of 15, education took priority and trains were forgotten, for a time at least. 

Fast forward 20 years to the late 70s – and our two girls were still very small.  As Christmas came up my 

wife, Averyl, asked what presents we should buy for them.  My answer of course was easy and quick – “I’d 

know what to get if we had boys, so it is up to you to please the girls.”  But of course she wanted to know 

from me what it was that I would get them if they were boys, and I answered: “Naturally a train set, so that 

I can play with them”.  On Christmas Eve, when we opened the presents, there was one large package left 

over, and the girls wanted to know who that’s for?  They were as surprised as I was when Averyl announced 

that it was for Daddy! 

You can guess what it was – a TransKaroo set from LIMA! 

  

At that time, at retail outlets like Makro, Rave and HyperMarket, they had four more LIMA sets on the 

shelves, and I raided all to get myself one of each – and that is when it all started for real!  What transpired 

from then to date has to be the subject of my next musings. 

Disclaimer: I pinched all pics from the Internet by Googling the make, and while they are not of the actual 

units we owned, they are all, to the best of my recollection after 60 odd years, the exact same models I 

used to play with.   

Now I’d like to challenge Jimmy Mattushek to tell us how it all began for him… and hopefully, in time, eve-

ryone in the club will get his turn to tell his model railroading story! 

 

John Burkhardt 2020.05.01 
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Running Trainz Virtually – 10: Coal Country 

By Brian Dawson 

I am REALLY not a person who “does” sales!  There is NO way that I will go and stand in a queue with 

millions of other people just in order to “score a bargain”!  And the mere mention of the words “Black 

Friday” makes me bristle with anger, as I am reminded of when I desperately needed to get something from 

Makro, and went there on the Wednesday ahead of “Black Friday” (thinking I had cleverly beaten the Black 

Friday crush, never mind if I might have to pay full price for the item I needed), only to find that Makro in its 

wisdom had decided to make the WHOLE week a week of “Black Friday Specials”, and there were QUEUES 

of people standing outside the Makro entrance, all desperate to get in!  I turned around, got back in my car, 

and drove off, seething, and waited until the following week to get what I needed! 

So when I received endless “Black Friday Specials” emails in my inbox, I tended to just ignore (= quickly 

delete!) them with distain.  (I think I have told you patient readers before, that I don’t enjoy “online” 

shopping! – I like to see and touch and feel the stuff that I am intending to buy.)  Black Friday had now come 

and gone, and here I was, STILL receiving bloody Black Friday emails!  Grrrrrrr!  And then suddenly, 

something “clicked”!!  N3V Games (who are the suppliers of the Trainz programme that I so love) were 

trying to tell me about THEIR Black Friday specials, and that their weekend-long special offer was ending 

that night – Sunday 29th November… and that they were offering up to 75% off on some of their products!  I 

somehow immediately overcame my loathing of both sales and online shopping, clicked on the link, and 

started checking out their special offers…     

I had pretty much come to the end of all the “operational” routes in the Trainz: A New Era package that I 

had bought, as well as the few subsequent routes I’d purchased (Midwestern Branch and Shortline), so I was 

actually looking to expand my suite of American routes where there was “work to do”! 

Three of the items on offer caught my eye – all of them American routes, all involving some “Ops”, and all 

rather affordable at just $10 each, once the 75% discount was applied!  I took the plunge, and bought all 

three (@ R153,36 each)!  The three were Coal Country, Legacy of the Burlington Northern, and Canadian 

Rocky Mountain: Rogers Pass.  I hadn’t (at the time of writing – but have done so since) yet run the 

Canadian sessions (turns out – no shunting, just super scenery, but the opportunity to switch between 

different trains along the route!), and have had a few technical issues with the other two, but I still reckon 

that they were great value for money (at the discounted price!), and have given me hours of Trainz pleasure 

thus far.  

Sorry, Glynn!  You’re going to have to wait a bit for my description of the Burlington Northern Legacy…  The 

route I wish to describe in this article is Coal Country! 

The general blurb for this route talks about “exploring eight twisting miles of a fictional route based around 

the coal-rich states of West Virginia, Kentucky, etc.”, incorporating three towns – Richmond, Peabody and 

Parker.  Although all three American towns do exist in real life (I could find *multiple versions of+ them on 

Google Earth), they do not exist anywhere in the spatial relationship that they are portrayed in this route.  

And the rail company that services them – RPPX – does not appear to exist, according to Google (a Google 
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search only brings up references to this Trainz route!). 

The route is the figment of the imagination of a designer called R. Ness (“Scratchy”) of 

www.JointedRail.com .  And I must say – I think his design work and artistic ability is fantastic! 

The route is in the form of a large open C, with Richmond and Parker towards the ends, and Peabody in the 

centre.  It’s actually a curved dogbone route, with large turning circles at each end of the route where, 

interestingly enough, there is no landscaping – just multiple curving tracks and a few sidings on a black 

background.  There are no “portals” as we have seen on so many of the other fictional routes, but there are 

various “AI” trains that run along the route (much of which is single track), from and to the “staging” yards 

at the dogbone balloons at each end. 

The landscaping is very realistically done, and beautiful to view, with fantastic attention to detail, in my 

(perhaps limited?) opinion.  Much of the route is through hilly wooded countryside (in verdant green 

foliage, not fall colours, this time).  There are also agricultural settings, with fields of mown hay strewn with 

hay bales, and some really beautiful old barns, many of them dilapidated and neglected, and all are 

beautifully and appropriately “weathered”.  

 

There is very little animation (other than the trains, obviously) on this route.  Some of the trees sway gently 

in the breeze.  There are numerous vehicles (cars and bakkies and trucks, all of very high artistic quality and 

realism), but they are all static.  The level crossings do have bells and flashing lights, and some have working 

booms.  There are a number of people around on the route, and many of them “move” (unlike most of the 

other routes, where the cars move and the people are all static!).  But they walk with very stiff-legged gates, 

for a certain distance, and then turn around and walk back again, and turn around…  or else they raise their 

arms repeatedly to wave the train through…  I do recall having seen, in one of the sessions, a person 

walking backwards, however, which is perhaps something that the designer ought to look at when he does a 

review of his work…. 

http://www.jointedrail.com/
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Something else that struck 

me with this route, which I 

do not recall having seen 

anywhere else, is that the 

trees are not all fully three-

dimensional.  The realism of 

the foliage is exceptional – 

when viewed side-on (from 

any angle)!  But when 

viewed from above, most of 

the trees are actually just Ys, 

and not filled-out cylindrical 

or conical volumes as one would expect.  The three planes are each beautifully detailed, and the 

colouration is slightly different on each side of each plane (lighter on one side), to provide a very realistic 

“light and shade” effect.  I hope this can be seen in the accompanying pictures…   

With it being “Coal Country”, there are three coal “tipples” – at Parker, at Gilbert’s (close to Parker, up a 

short branchline) and also just outside Richmond.  And then there is a coal unloading facility in the 

Richmond Yard (but it’s just a simple static crane and “grab” bucket, not the mechanized “drop-in” facility I 

would have expected), and also one on the South staging.  The AI trains that trundle or stand around tend 

to either be loaded unit coal trains, unit log trains, or else general mixed freight.   

Now I had never encountered the word “tipple” used in this context before, so this was something new to 

me!  To me, a tipple was what my grandfather used to consume when he needed his dose of “medicinal” 

whisky!   I even looked it up in my Concise Oxford Dictionary (and got only the alcohol-related definition), so 

I accept that the tipples mentioned here must be another Americanism, describing the coal loading station 

where one drives under the loading bin and the coal is “tipped” into the hoppers.  (So the main structure on 

the modules that I am custodian of at Chamdor is not actually the New River “Mine”, but is rather the New 

River “Tipple” for that mine, with the actual mine being situated somewhere off-site, and hence the need 

for the coal feed through the conveyor into the rail loading facility / tipple.)  
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There are small passenger station “facilities” at Parker (a little station) and at Richmond (just some steps for 

getting in and out of the coaches).  Peabody has a “team track” facility, where I guess passengers could 

embark / disembark, but for some reason they do so elsewhere! 

There is an “old” wooden trestle bridge on a curve, which requires all trains to reduce speed to 15mph 

while crossing the bridge (the general speed limit on the route is 30mph, but with certain other areas 

designated 20 or 25mph).   

 

There’s also a section of abandoned track (at the turnoff to Gilbert’s Tipple), obviously abandoned when the 

old bridge across the river at that point collapsed.  This dilapidated bridge is another unique artistic delight, 

although it must be a seriously dangerous hazard to anyone passing beneath it, and should by rights have 

been demolished long ago for health and safety reasons!  But it’s an absolute treat to look at!  

 

This package consists of five sessions: the ubiquitous QuickDrive (freestyle, orientation opportunity); Coal 

Service; Log Service; something called “Railfanning”; and a Tourist Train.  
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The Coal Service starts out and ends at Richmond.  As the driver, you are instructed to “Take charge of an 

RPPX coal train to service the tipples on the route.  The trains will then be merged in Peabody, from where it 

will be taken to Richmond for unloading.”  You start out, close to the Richmond Yard, with a consist of 3x 

little RPPX GP9s pulling a rake of 15 empty coal hoppers at 7 in the morning, and head to the Parker Tipple 

at the other end of the route.  The RPPX GP9s are real works of art, beautifully weathered, rusty and dirty – 

one is a so-called “chop nose”, the other two (as illustrated below) being “high nose” GP9s (and I’ve 

included a “real deal” Burlington Northern GP9 *there you go, Glynn!+ below for comparison). 

 

 

The route is set for you.  On arrival at Parker, after 5,5 miles and 20 minutes, you head in under the tipple 

and start loading the hoppers, which is done at a maintained speed of under 5mph.   
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Once the train is loaded, it is necessary to uncouple, and perform a run-around, in order to head back 

towards Richmond.  There was a warning that “the train is heavy.  You will need full power for the upgrade 

into Peabody, and may need to ‘sand’ against wheelslip.”  There is some or other “function” button that one 

uses to “apply sand”, and I actually wasn’t sure how to do it…  But fortunately it did not prove to be 

necessary (the route started off fairly flat, and then it became a manageable 2 – 2,5% grade), and I was 

soon back in Peabody by 7:45 with the loaded wagons. 

Once in Peabody, it was a case of leaving the loaded hoppers on a line adjacent to the main, uncoupling, 

and then heading back up the route, then off onto a branchline to get to Gilbert’s Tipple.  At Gilbert’s there 

were a further 15 empty hoppers standing, waiting to be loaded.  This was done by just after 8am, and then 

they too were hauled to Peabody.  In Peabody these wagons were connected onto the front of the train of 

hoppers left there earlier, by about 8:15, running past them and then pushing back onto the waiting consist 

(= “merging” the two trains!), resulting in a now really heavy train of 30 loaded hoppers. 

From Peabody I then had to head back to Richmond, slowly and carefully with this heavy train, arriving back 

there at 8:30.  The “unloading” was a bit simplistic – with no animation or action involved.  It was merely a 

case of driving past the unloading crane at a speed below 10mph, and the hoppers magically “emptied” 

(but regretfully with no movement from the static crane, or associated growth of any stockpile at the yard).  

From there, it was just a matter of moving the empty hoppers from the unloading track onto the adjacent 

track, and that was the end of the session.  The session took about an hour and 35 minutes to complete.  

But there were no stars or points awarded, merely the statement that the session had been successfully 

completed.  It seems that this Coal Country route does not contribute towards one’s “promotion” within 

the game…   

Next I tackled the Log Service.   “In this session you are tasked with delivering a load of logs from Parker to 

the lumber mill in Peabody…..  Welcome aboard.  Today we are taking these two GP9s to fetch a load of logs 

and take them to the lumber mill in Peabody.  Drive forward into the loop track and then reverse down the 

branchline. The junctions off the mainline are under manual control, so be sure to check them.”  Yay!  So I 

get to do the switching this time!  The usual navigation markers show you what to do and where you are 

supposed to be. 

The two locos – this time actually a GP9 and a GP18 (that’s the one with the blue panels!) – were 
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standing on the mainline in a beautiful wooded area halfway between the Southern Staging balloon and 

Parker, and we set off from there towards Parker Station at 2:15pm.  The branchline up to the log loading 

site just outside the little hamlet of Parker is beautifully overgrown (apparently seldom used and little-

maintained?), and in places the rails disappear from view, hidden below the weed growth!  

           
At the loading site up the valley there are six empty “log-cars” with an attached caboose standing waiting 

on an adjacent siding.  These need to be coupled to, and then moved over onto the loading track next to 

the log stacks.  While the train is stationary, the log cars are loaded one by one.  The log load suddenly 

appears on the first wagon, and then a while later on the next, until eventually (about 2 and a half minutes 

later!) all six are loaded.  From the loading site we returned to the main route, staying initially on one of the 
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loop tracks near the Parker tipple, and having to wait before rejoining the mainline, allowing an 

approaching long manifest (mixed freight train) to clear the single track ahead. 

 

Loading logs. Two log-cars still to go… 

 

Loaded up and ready to leave the log loading site… 

 Just outside of Parker there is a tunnel.  In most of the Trainz routes that I have driven, when running in 

“chase” mode (my preferred viewpoint, above and a bit behind the train), when a train enters a tunnel, your 

view position drops down to just above the loco and you enter and pass through the tunnel together with 

the train.  In these Coal Country sessions, you continue flying along at whatever height you were above the 

level of the train, and either pass through the mountain or “smash” your way through the tree branches up 

and over the mountain, until the train exits the tunnel on the other side!  It’s just a natural reflex action to 

“duck” as you see the tree branches come hurtling at you through your computer screen!... 
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On entering Peabody, you take the passing loop, so as to be able to run around the train, to be able to push 

the loaded wagons (a head-shunt) into the siding at the Southern Pine lumber yard.  This is a very short 

siding, accessed by crossing over a road at an oblique angle.  The siding can hold at most four log-cars.  With 

my train of six cars, I was expecting to split my train in two, push in and offload three of the log-cars, pull 

them back out and then push the other three in for them to be offloaded… but that was not to be the case!  

There was no navigation marker for uncoupling from three of the cars.  Just push all six log-cars onto the 

siding, and block the road for a while, with two of the log-cars parked fully across the road!  All six wagons 

were progressively offloaded while in that position (so hopefully the population of Peabody is used to that, 

and knows of back-roads or shortcuts to be able to get around the obstacle that my train presented there 

for a while!). 

Once the log-cars were offloaded, the next instruction was to take the caboose further up the line to the 

team track half a mile away on the other side of town, and attach it to the single ballast wagon that was 

standing there, for use in a later trip.  But I didn’t think it was the right thing to do, just leaving the log cars 

blocking the road like they were, with a truck patiently waiting at the level crossing, and so I first     

      
pulled them out, reversed them out of the way onto the loop track and uncoupled, leaving them there, 

before taking the caboose to the team track.  

I did this, successfully, I thought, connected up the caboose to the ballast-filled gondola, uncoupled from 

the caboose, and returned to the mainline.  After dropping off the caboose, there were no further 

navigation markers!  I was just left standing there, at 3:15 in the afternoon, after an hour of the session.  

Nothing more happened!  No message saying the session was successfully completed, or that I had failed…  

Just NOTHING!  
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Dropping off the caboose at the Team Track… 

So I decided to have a little fun on my own, and see if I could “run the session again”, taking the now off-

loaded log-cars back for a second load.  I reconnected my train (including the caboose!), although it was a 

bit of a mission, with some of the points showing as “manual control disabled”, meaning I had to sometimes 

“make a plan”, and headed back to Parker.  I pushed the caboose and log-cars back up into the loading 

siding at Parker and, lo and behold, more logs were loaded onto them!  I headed back out, and onto the 

mainline.  This time there was no AI freight train to have to wait for (I checked!), and I set off for Peabody a 

second time round. 

I got back to Peabody without incident, and entered the correct (passing) loop track, in order to do the run 

around, and deliver the second load, but all of this without any navigation markers, just operating from 

memory.  And this was where I got stuck!  Critical points were set as “manual control disabled”, and I was 

not able to perform the run around.  Because the siding at the lumber yard required a head-shunt, I was 

unable to get around the train in order to push the wagons in…   So at that stage, having had a lot of fun up 

to that point, I just abandoned the route!  Oh well – I wasn’t going to earn any stars from this session 

anyway…. 

But, while writing up this article, I decided that I HAD to go back and run it again, to see if I could get it 

right!  I did it again, and pretty much the same thing happened!  Except that, the second time, instead of 

leaving the empty log cars parked on the loop track, I took them together with the caboose down to the 

team track, uncoupled the caboose from the log cars opposite the team track, coupled the caboose to the 

gondola, and returned to couple up to the log cars, thinking I might have to take them on somewhere.  And 

once again… no further navigation markers or end of session comments…  And I hadn’t thought to save the 
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session before attempting to finish it off! 

So I had to do it once more, from the very beginning!  This time, before pushing the log cars into the lumber 

yard, I saved the session, in case I failed again and needed to give it yet another try…  I pushed the log cars 

in to the yard, and they were offloaded.  When the offloading was complete, the same message, which I 

had seen and read twice before, came up – “Once the train has been unloaded, decouple the caboose from 

the log cars and take it to the team track.  It needs to be attached to the gondola there for a maintenance 

trip later in the day.”  I checked the message carefully, and then re-read it!  It doesn’t say anything about 

actually moving the log cars out of the road – that had just been me thinking I would be “doing the right 

thing”! 

I left the empty log cars there – entirely blocking the road! – took just the caboose to the team track, and 

coupled it to the gondola.  Before I could even think of uncoupling from it, the sought-after message came 

up – “Well done, that’s our work finished for today – Session Complete!”  Yay! So I finally managed to get it 

right, and there’s no glitch in the programme, just in my (non!) ability to follow instructions!... 

Next on the list of sessions was this thing called “Railfanning”.   I had some idea that a “railfan” is someone 

who is interested, recreationally, in rail transport (that’s according to Google!).  The session blurb just said 

“A passive session to watch trains tackle the route on preset commands.”  It didn’t sound particularly 

interesting, but I decided to run it anyway, and see what it was about…  

The session starts out at 5:30am, in early morning light, from the South Staging (the big loop beyond 

Parker).  This time it’s a passenger train, four passenger carriages (one of which is a Dome *observation+ 

car), pulled by two GP9 chop-nose locos. 

There are no controls to operate.  The train just does its own (pre-programmed) thing, once you have set it 

in motion.  So you just sit back and watch the train moving along the route.  You can at least change the 

angle of view, zooming in and out, or swinging left and right! 

Something that I noticed immediately, is that time in this session passes very quickly indeed!  A minute on 

the session’s clock passes in about 4 seconds, so that time is significantly speeded up as the train travels (at 

“normal” speeds) around the route.  And obviously the daylight changes, and then after 13 or 14 hours it 

becomes dark, and the train continues travelling around the route in the dark… 

So after leaving the staging at 5:30, and travelling the 4,2 miles to get to Peabody (in the middle of the 

route), it was now suddenly 8:50am.  There the train stopped at a red signal, waiting for an approaching 

mixed freight train, opposite the Southern Pine lumber yard where I had had the problem described a little 

earlier.  As soon as the mixed freight was through, the train moved off again. 

Although there are passenger facilities in Richmond (which I will describe in a bit more detail under the 

Tourist Train section), these are off the mainline, up a short branch.  So the Railfanning train doesn’t stop 

there.  Instead, it stops for quite a while at the end of the Richmond Yard (where it is suddenly 11:50, after 

we’ve travelled a whole 6,5 miles since setting out), no approaching train that I noticed, and then heads off 

to the turning loop at the northern end of the route (8,2 miles travelled, now 14:30), where it stops again. 

It was during this session that I noticed that the turning loop sections at either end of the route (visible in 
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outline only, when one zooms all the way out) are not landscaped in any way… the train suddenly passes 

from the beautifully landscaped valleys of the green and wooded West Virginia-like topography – into a flat-

as-a-pancake black loop, almost as if the modeller had not yet got around to doing any work on the loop 

modules other than laying the basic trackwork.  But then these loops are not a functional part of the route 

for the rest of the sessions, merely an out-of-sight means of storing and turning the AI trains around, so 

there’s probably not much point….  

 

I was curious to see if the train would run in the dark, and so I left the session running while I went off to 

have a shower.  When I came back to the computer, half an hour later, it was now 9:30pm (session time), 

completely dark, and the train was still sitting there, engine idling away, in the staging.  I left the session 

running, went off and did some other stuff, and when I came back ¾ of an hour later, it was 2 in the 

morning and the train was on the move again!  It stopped in a passing loop between Richmond and 

Peabody, in the dark, while two trains – a mixed freight and then an empty coal train – passed by, and then 

moved off again at 3:45am.   

The sun rose at 5:30, just after Peabody.  The train just carried on, and eventually got back to the South 

staging, from where we had originally departed, at 10:50 (session time).  In all, the train had travelled a 

grand total of 16,6 scale miles per the trip odometer, in 29 hours and 20 minutes of “session time”. 

So – the train stopped a couple of times, and some other trains went past, but there was nothing in the 

least bit interesting about the trip.  EXCEPT…! – the truly remarkable aspect of this session was the way that 

the incident lighting conditions changed throughout the session – from early dawn, through growing 

daylight, morning, midday, afternoon, sunset into night time, and all the time the lighting and shadow 

effects were changing appropriately!  THAT was impressive, even if the train trip was rather boring!  But I’m 

not too sure what that all has to do with railfans!  
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Beautiful early morning light conditions… 

The final session – the Tourist Train – was the other one where I had a technical issue, which was of my own 

making – after first getting myself into a bit of a pickle! 

This session starts off at 7:00am in Peabody (in the middle of the route), with two of the GP9s parked on 

the team track siding.  The navigation markers show the way, and you head off down to the lumber yard 

siding (strange place to park carriages!!), where the three passenger coaches are waiting.  “Today we are 

tasked with taking a tourist train along the length of the route.  It’s a good chance to show off the scenery to 

the passengers, and learn the route.  Junctions are automatically set.”  This is the only session where the 

duration and difficulty level are indicated.  It’s a 1 hour session, rated as “medium”. 

Once we have the empty carriages, we are instructed to head off to Parker (where there is actually a 

station!) to pick up passengers.  At Parker we need to use the passing loop near the tipple to run around the 

train, before reversing the carriages in to the station.  A long loaded log train passes while we’re busy with 

the run-around.      
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Once the passengers are aboard, and the log train is far enough up the line, we leave Parker at 7:25.  We 

pass through Peabody without stopping at 7:35, and get to Richmond at 7:46 (it is, after all, quite a short 

route!). 

On arrival in Richmond, we are informed that we will be “offloading the passengers on the wye”, and to 

then uncouple from the passenger cars and take the locos to the refueling bay, where we would have a few 

hours to service the engines before they would be needed for the return trip.   

I had never seen the word “wye” before!  This was another new one for me!  I looked for it in my old 

Concise Oxford Dictionary, and it doesn’t exist!  But it looks like it’s American for “Y”, or maybe even for 

“triangle”?… 

I mentioned earlier that Richmond doesn’t have a “station” as such (as in – a recognizable station building 

with a platform).  But it has what I would call a “passenger facility”…  A track leads off the line that you are 

directed onto as you enter Richmond (which line heads directly to the loco service sheds).  This track curves 

around, past the local boarding house with rooms to let, and leads (across a set of ƛ *upside down Y!+ 

points) into a short siding (a lead) in an industrial part of town.  After leaving the “lead” (and changing the 

points!), the locos then can drive down the other side of the triangle, through another set of Y points, and 

into the loco sheds, having now turned around and facing in the direction from which they came.   So it’s a 

pretty straight forward turning triangle, such as is commonly used to reverse the loco direction where 

turntables or big loops are not available (there’s one of them in Magaliesberg town!).  So I’m not sure why 

it’s called a “wye” (when it’s actually a triangle!), but perhaps I have discovered a new Scrabble word, if I 

can convince my wife of its legitimacy! 

Anyway, at this “facility” there are fixed metal steps, strategically placed as far apart as the passenger 

carriage doors would be, down which the passengers could alight and head off to explore the delights and 

sights of Richmond town for the day, while the locos are being serviced. 

Bearing in mind that I am following the navigation markers all the way, I turned off onto the side track 
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leading to the lead, and stopped when the navigation marker said to stop.  I did notice that the loco was 

opposite one of the sets of steps, but failed to notice that the rest of the steps did not match up with the 

carriage doors.  And – CRITICALLY – I did not check to see that the last of the carriages had cleared the 

junction!  I had, after all, stopped exactly when the navigation marker had said to stop!... 

I uncoupled from the carriages, leaving them there on the “wye”, headed up the lead siding, changed the 

points behind me, and then headed down the other side of the triangle and into the loco shed.  On arrival 

at the shed, a message pops up – “See you for the afternoon run”, and the screen fades to black.  

 

A short while later the image reappeared, and the clock had moved on to 4:07pm.  The servicing had been 

done, and it was time to move out and take the passengers back to Parker.  I got the locos underway, swung 

the view around to be looking ahead, and – you guessed it! – found myself staring at the tail end of the last 

carriage, parked on top of the points on the other side of the triangle!  Damn!! 

 

Okay, so the obvious thing is to head back up the shed side of the triangle into the lead, reverse back down 
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the other (boarding house) side and couple to the carriages, pull them forward a bit until they are clear of 

the points, then uncouple and go through the process of changing the loco direction of travel again, and 

THEN reconnect to the carriages at the intended end.  BUT – all of a sudden “manual control is disabled” 

showed, and so I was not able to change some points that I needed to, in order to carry out this simple 

correction!  I was STUCK!  There was obviously now a red signal ahead of me, as those points hadn’t 

changed, apart from the fact that the carriage was in the way.  I decide to try and push the carriage out of 

the way (at 3mph!), just to see what happens… but before I could even get to the offending carriage on the 

points, I had run the red signal, the message “red signal passed at danger – this session has been 

terminated” appeared… and the screen faded to black again, and this time stayed that way!    

Well, I just HAD to run the session a second time, to apply the lesson that I had learnt, and show that I 

COULD do it properly!  I did the whole thing again, this time parking the carriages properly, so that the 

passengers could use the steps and the last carriage did not block the points, even if it did mean moving a 

bit past the point where the navigation marker said to stop, and then headed for the loco shed to end my 

morning session… but the damn morning session did not end!  This time there was no message and 

temporary fade to black – the morning session just kept running!  And the points at the far side of the wye, 

behind the last carriage, never changed, and so that damned light stayed red.  I left the session running for 

a full three hours, locos idling in the shed for all of that time, and nothing changed… so I wasn’t able to 

make the return trip! 

But it had worked properly the first time around (apart from my own stupid mistake!), so it’s not like it’s a 

permanent bug in the system…  I’ll have to run it again sometime, when the programme has forgotten that 

it’s me driving again, and maybe it’ll be third time lucky, and the poor passengers can finally get back to 

Parker!...  The Richmond “rooms to let” place really didn’t look like the kind of place that you would want to 

have to stay in for too long!!!  

 

And so I did!  Long after having written the above.  I was determined to prove that it COULD be done! I ran 
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the route again, and should have saved it when I was entering Richmond… but I forgot!  I pulled the 

carriages onto the wye, and made sure that there was enough space behind them for the points to change.  

Up into the lead, switch those points (manual control active there!), and then back down the other side of 

the triangle and into the loco shed… and once again – NOTHING!  No message, no fade to black… the locos 

just sit there idling away! 

I looked back along the route, and could see that the points where manual control had been deactivated 

(the ones behind the carriages) had NOT switched over (strange, as they had done so the previous time 

through!)... they were still as they had been when I arrived.  Then I looked at the positioning of the 

carriages… they were clear of the points at the rear, but the carriage doors didn’t line up with the steps as I 

assumed they should.  And then I noticed that the rake of carriages was not “centralized” within the wye… 

there was still a lot more space AHEAD of the carriages than BEHIND them!  I wondered if that could 

possibly be what was making the difference… that perhaps they were still too close to the points at the rear, 

for them to be switchable… 

So I left the loco shed, back up the side of the triangle into the lead, switched those points again (they 

hadn’t yet changed to “manual control disabled”), and reconnected to the rake of carriages, and pulled it 

even further forward, until it was as close as I could get to exactly in the middle of the wye… now WAY 

further forward than the navigation marker had indicated!  And the doors were even further from the steps 

than before!  Once again I uncoupled from the carriages, and headed for the loco shed… and THIS time 

there was that message… “See you for the afternoon run”, and the screen faded to black!  Yay!  Finally!!! 

And THIS time, when I left the loco shed, the points HAD changed, and the carriages were clear of the 

points, and I could follow the navigation markers and finally reconnect to the back of the rake of carriages 

for the return journey!    
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I was recoupled to the train by 4:10pm, and could now head off back to Parker to drop off the passengers!  I 

passed by Peabody at 4:19 on the mainline at just a bit under the 30mph speed limit, dropped to 14mph to 

cross over the rickety old trestle bridge, and then back up to speed.  As we approached Parker, we took the 

loop track past the tipple, leading to the station, and were back down to below 15mph again.  The following 

message appeared: “The passengers are coming to the end of their journey.  Unload them by the depot (= 

station!) again, and our work for the day will be complete.”  I couldn’t wait for it to be over… it had been a 

very long “day” indeed!  I drew to a stop at the Parker station at exactly 4:30pm, making sure that my train 

was clear of the adjacent roadway, so as not to hold up any more traffic!  “We’ve arrived.  You have 

completed today’s work.  Great job!”  Phew… eventually!!!  The screen fades to black, and the loco idle 

sound gently fades out…  Finally, I was successful!  Still no stars or points, but at least I had the satisfaction 

of knowing that I managed to DO IT!   

In spite of the few minor technical glitches – which I eventually overcame through perseverance – I have 

absolutely loved running these Coal Country sessions!  The quality and artistry of the landscaping, the 

beauty of the trains, and the wonderful way in which the lighting changes through the day, more than make 

up for the fact that a session might remain incomplete, or that I DIDN’T EARN ANY STARS !  This was 

definitely money well spent!  Thank you, Black Friday (in this instance)!!   (although I don’t think I’ll ever 

run Railfanning again…!) 

 
 

Whose Layout Is This???  

( Nothing to be provided in our next edition…    ) 

Answer to the April edition question…:   If you couldn’t identify the layout featured in last month’s “Whose 
Layout…?”, then it means you either haven’t visited our club too much, or perhaps not gone through into the 
HO Shunting Layout Room in a while…  That layout is of course part of the EMRIG club layout, part of what 
is currently set up as the “HO Shunting Layout” in the room next door to the “main” DCC layout!  When we 
were downstairs in Shop 23, it was set up as a stand-alone demonstration module-set, but is at present the 
main feature of our little “branchline” layout.  This beautiful little English station-yard set of modules was 
built by master-builder and honorary club member Doug Langford.   
 
Because of my personal love of shunting activities, I set up a small “shunting puzzle” making use of the 
sidings in this yard, whereby you bring a train up from Brunton Station at the end of the branchline, and 
have to deliver the appropriate wagons to the right sidings (and take away the wagons that are placed 
there).  You can do this in either DC or DCC mode, with a small British DC 0-6-0 Tank loco left there for that 
purpose (and a period-appropriate DCC one available to borrow whenever I am at the club).  (I wonder how 
many of our club members have actually done the shunting puzzle???)  So the numbered yellow sticker 
dots are not part of Doug’s original artistry, but I was the one who stuck them there (apologies for messing 
up the aesthetics of your scene, Doug!) as a means to identify the destinations where particular wagons 
need to be placed, as explained in my article in our November 2019 Newsletter edition. 
 

And now I really HAVE run out of layouts to feature, and so this series of “articles” sadly needs to come to an 
end, at least for a while………………………….    
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  The EMRIG Water Tower Challenge… 

By no-one again this month! ☹ ☹ ☹ 

 

Water Tower Challenge Honours Board 

 2015 October  Glynn Chamberlain 

 2015 November Niel Wilson 

 2015 December  Terrence Marx (Part 1) 

 2016 January   Terrence Marx (Part 2) 

 2016 February  Terrence Marx (Part 3) 

 2016 March  Terrence Marx (Part 4) 

 2016 April  Peter Fish 

 2016 May  Colin Anstis 

 2016 June  Dave Wynne 

 …… then the ball got dropped for a bit… (no newsletters, change of Editor…) 

 2017 March  Brian Dawson 

 2017 April  Kevin Chamberlain 

 2017 May  Kobus Pelser (Part 1) 

 2017 June  Kobus Pelser (Part 2) 

 2017 July   Kobus Pelser (Part 3) 

 2017 August  Doug Buchanan didn’t participate (write), needs to donate to charity! 

 2017 September Karel van Breda 

 2017 October  Carl Andrews 

 2017 November and December and 2018 January  ….. no contributions ….. 

 2018 February  Margaret Wynne (who stepped in and offered to fill the gap!) 

 2018 March & April … waiting for articles ……….. 

 2018 May  Ash Pappa 

 2018 June  John Henry (volunteered an article) 
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 2018 July  Margaret Wynne entertained us with her story on trollies! 

 2018 August  …. Nothing once again…  

 2018 September Brian Dawson 

 2018 October  …. Nothing once again…  

 2018 November … same story… 

 2018 December … same story….  

 2019 January to date…  …still nothing has changed    … and THEN………..!!!! 

 2019 May, June, July & Aug Kobus Pelser (thank you for all your hard work, Kobus!) 

 2019 September Shane Brinkley (all the way from Perth!!) 

 …………… and nothing has happened since then………….      

 2020 April  Mark Peddle 

 2020 May  George Lagoudis 

 2020 July, Aug, Sept Harry Ostrofsky 

 2020 November Jean Dulez 

 2020 December No contribution (no one was nominated..…) 

 2021 January  No contribution – Theuns dropped the ball!, and so I challenged Glynn… 

 2021 February  Glynn Chamberlain 

 2021 March  Shane Brinkley 

 2021 April  Mark asked for a month’s grace … 

Shane nominated Mark Peddle for the next edition of the challenge, with an apology, but Mark has once 

again had an exceptionally busy and tough month and has asked for another month’s reprieve … so we’re 

now hoping to hear from him next month! 

 

 Upcoming Key Duty Roster:- 

 

Mark has revised the 2021 Duty Roster, due to some recent changes to the Key Holders, as well as the 

inclusion of Tuesday evening activities.   This new roster has been circulated to members by email.  

Here is the revised Key Duty Roster for the next couple of months…. .  
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  Date Name   Date Name 

1 Sat 1-5 Mark P 1 Wed 5-5 Clive S 

2 Sat 8-5 Kobus P 2 Wed 12-5 Colin A 

3 Sat 15-5 Colin A 3 Wed 19-5 Brian D 

4 Sat 22-5 Johan dV 4 Wed 26-5 ??? 

5 Sat 29-5 Ash P 1 Wed 2-6 Clive S 

1 Sat 5-6 Theuns W 2 Wed 9-6 Colin A 

2 Sat 12-6 Glynn C 3 Wed 16-6 Brian D 

3 Sat 19-6 John B 4 Wed 23-6 ??? 

4 Sat 26-6 Mark P 5 Wed 30-6 Jan K 

1 Sat 3-7 Kobus P 1 Wed 7-7 Clive S 

2 Sat 10-7 Colin A 2 Wed 14-7 Colin A 

3 Sat 17-7 Johan dV 3 Wed 21-7 
Brian D 

4 Sat 24-7 Ash P 4 Wed 28-7 ??? 

5 Sat 31-7 Theuns W    

      

 

To guys doing Key Duty, remember to also empty the dustbins and check that the kitchen area is tidied up 

before you leave, as part of your duty.  ALL extension cables are to be UNPLUGGED at the wall sockets to 

protect the layout equipment against possible power surges due to lightning etc. (be careful with the one 

closest to the window *left-hand switch powering the IR+, as the right-hand switch powers the Security 

Gate lock!!!).  

Mark, as our Secretary, is responsible for the roster and the updating thereof – so for any changes that 

need to be made, please liaise with Mark, or just swap out with someone else if you can’t make your date, 

and then let Mark know what you have arranged.  

Club Diary and Other Upcoming Activities:- 

 

 Sunday 9th May   Mothers’ Day 

 Wednesday 12th May  EMRIG Committee Meeting  

 Tuesday 25th May  Evening Running – European Trains 
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 Saturday 29th May   Swap Meet at Northmead Mall 

 Sunday 20th June  Fathers’ Day 

 Saturday 26th June  PMTC Swap Meet, Pretoria 

 Tuesday 29th June  Evening Running – American Trains 

 Tuesday 27th July  Evening Running – Swiss / British Trains 

 Saturday 31st July  Xroads Hobbies Swap Meet, Krugersdorp 

 ??? ????    The Great Model Train Expo  NOW POSTPONED INDEFINITELY 

 

2021 Club Committee Contact details:- 

 

Chairman – Glynn Chamberlain     glynn.chamberlain@gmail.com 

Secretary – Mark Peddle     mark@icemountain.co.za 

Treasurer – Jan Kruger        jan.kruger.10@gmail.com 

Webmaster – Glynn Chamberlain      glynn.chamberlain@gmail.com 

Newsletter Editor – Brian Dawson      brian.dawson@iafrica.com 

Publicity – Mark Peddle       mark@icemountain.co.za 

Swap Meet Manager – Mark Peddle     mark@icemountain.co.za 

Layout Manager – ……………………    

 

Club Banking Details:- 

 

Banking details: - 

Name: - Eastern Model Railway Interest Group 

Bank: -  FNB Northmead Square     Account No: -    625 483 74149     Branch code: - 250 655.  

Please, DO NOT forget to put YOUR NAME as the reference.  

THE SUBSCRIPTION FEES FOR 2021 WERE DISCUSSED AND FINALISED AT THE AGM.   

mailto:glynn.chamberlain@gmail.com
mailto:glynn.chamberlain@gmail.com
mailto:mark@icemountain.co.za
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FEES ARE NOW R450,00 FOR SINGLE MEMBER, R675,00 FOR FAMILY MEMBERSHIP. 

PLEASE CAN WE ASK THAT EVERYONE PAY BY INTERNET TRANSFER IF AT ALL 
POSSIBLE? – CASH DEPOSITS COST THE CLUB MONEY!!!   

AND PLEASE USE YOUR NAME AS THE REFERENCE WITH YOUR PAYMENT – AND 
NOT “EMRIC” (sic), AS ONE ANONYMOUS (UNIDENTIFIABLE!!) MEMBER HAS DONE 
FOR THE PAST TWO YEARS…    


